
 

PORTABLE CHAIN DRIVEN GAS 

PIPE CUTTING MACHINE 

Features & benefits  

 Automatic high precision cutting machine with 

guide rails 

 Portable light in weight yet robust 

 Outstanding guidance and cutting precision  

 Can cut any pipe diameter from 100mm and 

upwards 

 Cuts upto 100mm pipe thickness  

 Cuts bevel upto 450 on both the sides 

 Operates on 220/110 AC volts single phase 

 Electrically hand held remote control operated 

 Standard chain used for clamping 

 Cutting can be done in clockwise or anti-clockwise 

direction from both sides of the machine 

 Easy mounting and operation 

 

 
TUBOCUT-A5 is an oxy-fuel pipe-cutting machine 
equipped with motor and robust gear system. 
Together with the interlocking transmission chain 
links, Auto TUBOCUT-A5 travels smoothly around the 
pipe in all positions. Cutting operations are carried out 
from a handy remote controller.  

 

TUBOCUT-A5 is a motorized driven portable pipe cutting machine with remote control. The special guiding system 
with its fixed guiding rail guarantees a high cutting accuracy, especially while cutting large pipe diameters. By using 
the motorized, drive for trimming and beveling pipes highest quality will be achieved. The transmission chain 
consists of simply constructed, smoothly interlocking chain links. Due to the chain link’s easy insertion and 
removal, a fast exchange for varying pipe diameter is guaranteed. The adjustments for bevel cutting result from an 
angle scale at the torch bracket. 

SPECIFICATION TUBOCUT-A5 

Effective pipe diameter 100mm onwards 

Cutting thickness 5 to 100 mm 

Cutting shapes Square & bevel (upto 450) 

Cutting speed 50-750 mm/min 

Input power AC220/110V, 1ph 50/60 Hz 

Drive method Motorized 

Cutting torch Injector type 

Dimensions (LxWxH) 250x380x380 mm 

Weight 12 kg  

 

STANDARD ACCESSORIES 

Particular Qty 

Machine torch 1  

Torch holder 1  

Torch holder bracket 1  

Standard chain 6m 

Set of spanners 2  

Set of nozzles 3  

Wire motor remote 1 

Operation manual 1 
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